October 27, 2014

Dear,

On September 15, 2014 numerous changes were incorporated into the Nevada Administrative Codes (NAC) Chapter 555 relating to the pest control industry. Among these changes is the redefining of some of the categories of pest control. Of particular interest to your company, the Ornamental, Turf & Tree (C1) and Right of Way (C6) categories are redefined.

As of September 15, 2014 the C1 category will be "Limited Landscape" and is defined as follows: the control of insect pests, vertebrate pests and plant diseases and the use of plant regulators on ornamentals and turf in urban areas, including, without limitation, fruit trees in urban areas if the fruit trees are not used for commercial purposes. The C6 category will be "Weeds" and is defined as follows: the control of weeds in the maintenance of landscapes, turf and rights-of-way, including, without limitation, public roads, power lines, pipelines and railway rights-of-way. This category does not include the control of aquatic weeds.

Effectively this will place all urban and structural terrestrial weed control regardless of location under one category. The categories of licensure for your company may be impacted due to these changes.

Companies previously licensed in the C1 Ornamental, Turf & Tree category will now be licensed in the C1 Limited Landscape and C6 Weeds categories.

Companies previously licensed in the C6 Right of Way category will now be licensed in the C6 Weeds category.
Companies previously licensed in the C1g Ornamental & Turf restricted to no shade & fruit trees will now be licensed in the C1g Limited Landscape restricted to no shade & fruit trees and C6 Weeds categories.

Companies previously licensed in the C1h Ornamental & Turf restricted to shade & fruit trees will now be licensed in the C1h Limited Landscape restricted to shade & fruit trees category.

Companies previously licensed in the C1i Ornamental & Turf restricted to weed control will now be licensed in the C6 Weeds category.

Companies previously licensed in the C1n Ornamental & Turf restricted to sewer root control will now be licensed in the C6n Weeds restricted to sewer root control category.

Companies previously licensed in the C1v Ornamental & Turf restricted to vertebrate control will now be licensed in the C1v Limited Landscape restricted to vertebrate control category.

Companies previously licensed in the C1* Ornamental & Turf restricted to olive prevention will now be licensed in the C1* Limited Landscape restricted to olive prevention category.

These changes will be reflected in your upcoming 2015 relicensing packages. If you have any questions you may call Jay Steele at 702-668-4561, e-mail jay@agri.nv.gov.

Sincerely,